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ABSTRACT

We consider the problem of the brittle cylinder grasping by the n fingers of the robot-manipulator
[1]. Each finger contacts the cylinder in a single supporting point with Amontons-Coulomb or for
two footholds spinning friction. Using numerical simulations and analytically, possible locations
of contact points on the cylinder, for which there is a kinetostatics problem solution when the
cylinder is moved by three fingers, are received.

There is an analogy of the equilibrium of a three-legged robot on a cylinder for the problems
of transfer by a manipulator with a three-finger grasp of a cylinder or for a robot on a surface
which legs suspension points are on a cylinder [2]. For three supporting points, the existence of
the solution is related to the three square inequalities by parameter p. Where p is the difference
reaction components along cylinder axis. Note that for arbitrary surface the structure and
the properties of these inequalities preserves. The boundaries between different regimes can
be determined analytically. Using numerical simulations we explain the reaction distribution
problem existing and build this problem solution existing fields for given footholds and holding
the main reactions point A.

Overall, robot can move along the cylinder changing one, two and three-footholds phases. And
for example the humanoid robot with five arm fingers can hold the object by one and grasp
by two or three-fingers. Or a robot like an Australian lizards - yellow-bellied three-toed skinks
(saiphos equalis). Let we give some examples. If one finger out the cylinder, the center mass of
an object is up the finger. And the angle between the weight and the normal not exceed friction
angle. Reaction is equal to weight. Robot can hold the cylinder by two fingers on one diameter.

Robot can hold the horizontal cylinder by three fingers. Let one of the points is in vertical plane
containing cylinder axis and another are in the plane orthogonal to the axis. Without friction,
the cylinder center of mass has to be in the vertical plane that contain the cylinder axis. The
vertical projection on horizontal plane of supporting points has to be on the external surface of
the lower semi-cylinder and the center of mass in the footholds triangle. If the first supporting
point is in the lower semi-cylinder and two another are on the upper, the center of mass has to
be out of the footholds triangle.
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